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Abstract:
Our  basic  understanding  of  physics  should  start  from  
absolute  nothing with  toal  void   and  not from  the  present  
concept		of		space-time		described		by		Einstein.			We	should		
start  our understanding  from  absolute  nothing   as   the  
basic  frame  of  reference with  only  one  concept  of absolute  
time		which		Newton		elaborated		by		universal		time.			Many		
of  us  may  question  the passing  of  time  in  absolute  dead  
of		nothingness	where		nothing		happens		at		all.				This		is		the	
time		we		describe		in		the		core		of		blackholes		in		our		modern		
physics.	Does		that		mean		that	absolute	nothingness		is		some-
thing		like		the		core		of		a		blackhole?	When		we		see			many		
colored  fishes  swiming  in  a  big  glass  bowl   filled  with  wa-
ter		,		we		wonder	the		fishes		must		be		thinking		water		around		
them  is  space  . But  here  the  space  comes  from filling  the  
empty  bowl  with  water  .Similarly  we  humans along  with  
all  entities   live  in a space  filled   with  an  exotic  medium   
named		gravitoetherton		superfluid.				Newton		called		this	stuff			
AETHER			but		Einstein		dismissed	the		existence		from		MM			
experiment  result   developing relativity  theory  to  assume   
space-time		warping		as		gravity.				Then		the		concept		of		many	
reference  frames  emerged  with   dilated  time  concept  which  
was		seen		to		be		useful			in		GPS	system		but			we			forget		that		
here  the  time  we  are  dealing  is   measured  time  which  is  a 
variable  in  gravity  and  speed of  reference  frames.
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